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Diatomic germanium oxide, GeO, and germanium sulfide, GeS, have been studied by Fourier transform microwave
spectroscopy using laser ablation from a germanium target rod in the presence of H2S or O2 diluted in neon. Extensive
isotopic spectroscopy has been performed; measurements include the ground vibrational state as well as states exceeding
v = 10 for some species. Ground state rotational spectra of several GeS isotopologs have also been studied around
300GHz through a DC discharge of GeCl4 and H2S in a free-space absorption cell. A global isotope invariant fit has been
performed combining all previously published and new high-resolution spectroscopic data. From the analysis of the 73Ge
data combined with highly accurate quantum chemical values for the germanium electric-field gradient, a revised 73Ge
quadrupole moment has been derived.
